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Hydraulic Geometry for Beginners

First, for this study it was considered necessary to define the natural geometry of the San Pedro River because both the natural hydrology and the morphology of the river have been changed by human activity.

At a particular location on a river the discharge (Q) can be expressed mathematically as the product of width (w) x mean depth (d) x mean velocity (v).

\[ Q = wd \]

Streams with natural alluvial channels, like the San Pedro once was, form their own geometry. Engineers and geologists have developed a method (the hydraulic geometry method) of defining this channel geometry as follows:

\[ w = a Q^b \]
\[ d = c Q^f \]
\[ v = k Q^m \]

“These relationships at a given channel cross section ... are greatly similar even for river systems very different in physiographic setting. The relationships are described by the term ‘hydraulic geometry.’” (Leopold and Maddock, p.1).

\[ Q = \text{area} \times \text{velocity}, \text{ or, } Q = wdv \]

substituting from the above

\[ Q = a Q^b \times c Q^f \times k Q^m \]
\[ Q = ack Q^{b+f+m} \]

It follows therefore that

and

\[ b + f + m = 1.0 \]
\[ a \times c \times k = 1.0 \]

(Leopold and Maddock, p.8).
Since the 1970s the USGS has conducted a series of studies (with many reports) to develop empirical relations among discharge characteristics and geometry variables of alluvial stream channels. This effort refined and improved on the classic work of scientists like Leopold and Maddock. The method by Osterkamp (1980) used for this study of the San Pedro River is an example of such refinement. Osterkamp found that for alluvial channels in the western US, discharge was the principal control of channel size and sediment characteristics largely determine channel shape. After discussing the method with Waite Osterkamp, the author thought his method was the best available for this analysis.


Alluvial channel hydraulic geometry is used for many purposes. For example, it is used for stream channel restoration and channel design.


Unfortunately the hydraulic geometry method, partly because of its complexity, has been misused.
“Using discharge and channel geometry measurements from U.S. Geological Survey streamflow-gaging stations and data from a geographic information system, regression relations were derived to predict river depth, top width, and bottom width as a function of mean annual discharge for rivers in the State of Washington.” (Magirl and Olsen, p1)


The State of Washington study was fatally flawed and the estimates of channel width and depth were useless. The authors readily admitted the following issues:

• Many sites along channels were affected by man-made structures,

• Both base-level and mountainous tributary stream were part of the data set,

• Finally, anthropogenic impacts on rivers and streams that alter channel geometry were not explicitly analyzed for this study. Instead, all rivers, whether free flowing or highly modified, were analyzed together as one population.
It's interesting to examine the average annual runoff (predevelopment) at the USGS Charleston gage (09471000).

The average annual runoff corresponding to the drainage area of 1,234 mi² is about 62 cfs using the relation to the right.

The runoff is 10 cfs greater than the annual mean streamflow of 52.1 cfs for water years 1904-2012.

Modified from Goode and Maddock, 2001
Early Mining

Evidence of copper production suggests the base runoff of the San Pedro River at the Mexican border and above Lewis Springs was greater than the base runoff of several models of groundwater that used 1940 as starting point of development.

**Consider the next 8 slides**
Water Requirements of the Copper Industry

According to the USGS a little more than 25 gallons of water is used for the production of one pound of copper from domestic ore (abstract of USGS WSP 1330-E). This amount compares well with the use of 28 gallons per pound given in slide 74 of the ANSAC report by Hjalmarson, PE, May 24, 2013.


The Cananea mining enterprise controls water use at the headwaters of the San Pedro River. “The large copper mining operation in Cananea, Sonora, began in the 1880s. Water came from nearby springs and both surface water and groundwater in both the San Pedro and Rio Sonora watersheds.” (Stromberg and Tellman, 2009) This very large mine supports a significant part of the population of Cananea, the largest city on the Mexican side of the basin.

“Pumping in the Cananea region, located in the far southern portion of the watershed, is too far removed to directly impact groundwater in the Sierra Vista sub-basin. However, pumping in this area undoubtedly impacts the baseflow of the river near Cananea.”


“After a second ore body was discovered in 1884, Phelps Dodge acquired the mines. By the mid-1880’s, the Copper Queen’s smelters were turning out more than 20,000 tons of ore annually. By 1900, Phelps Dodge recognized the need for new smelters.” USDA, 2000.

In the Cananea mine area Mowry discusses historic mining activity and perennial springs such as “...water comes from copious springs ...” (page 105) and “... a permanent stream at the foot of the mountains, about a mile or a mile and a half from the mines.” (page 104)


Smelting ore from other mines such as Miami in AZ

November 22, 1913 MINING AND SCIENTIFIC PRESS, p. 833
Cananea (1916) was a community of 16,000 inhabitants, located 40 miles south of the international boundary line, on a branch railway of the Southern Pacific lines of Mexico. (Weed, p. 1683)

The disappearing-reappearing
San Pedro River of
1855 and 1857

“Arroyo cutting is a process also associated with
streamflow changes. Early in the 1850s there was a
major impact on the channel, and later, large floods on
the unprotected river during the 1890s and 1900s
produced severe erosion.” (Arias 2000).

Arias, H. M., 2000,
International Groundwaters:
The Upper San Pedro River
Basin Case: Natural
Resources Journal, UNM
School of Law, Spring 2000,
The disappearing-reappearing San Pedro River of 1855 and 1857

Four accounts of a “dry” river are interesting. The account by Parke on his second exploration for a Pacific railroad was during July 1855 and may be valid.

The other 3 accounts are were made in September 1857. One of these was by Tevis who was prone to exaggeration. The other two appear to be by Hutton, an engineer for the Pacific wagon road. His supervisor was Leach who received Hutton’s report and placed his name on the same report.

Consider the following 9 slides:

Turbidity of base flow

Turbidity makes the water cloudy or opaque.

Both Parke (July 1855) and Hutton (Sept. 1857) observed “turbid” water in the San Pedro River that disappeared but reappeared as “clear and limpid.” First, its odd that both men would use nearly identical words. Second, what is the significance of turbid base flow in the river?
A possible reason both accounts used “turbid” flow followed by disappearing flow that reappeared as clear and “limpid” is because Mr. Hutton was an engineer on both the Pacific railroad and the Pacific wagon road explorations.

Nature-based runoff of desert streams typically is clear. Thus, why was the flow turbid in July 1855 and September 1857?

High turbidity rivers tend to be located in watersheds which have erodible soils, disturbed soils and stream channels, and/or significant agricultural farming activity. (EPA Guidance Manual, Turbidity Provisions, April 1999).
There were diversions along the San Pedro in the 1850s

In fact, there were continuous diversions by Indians through 1919

“Irrigation in the San Pedro Valley has been practiced since ancient times. When the first Spanish explorers came into this region during the sixteenth century, they found Indians irrigating along the river.” (US Congress, p. 185)

US Congress, June 30, 1919, Indians of the United States, Hearings before the Committee on Indian Affairs, House of Representatives, 66th Congress, on the condition of various Indian tribes, Vol. 2.
“In more recent years Mexicans have integrated into this valley and have irrigated small patches of land. Some of these parcels have been continuously irrigated to the present time, this being especially true of the lands along the upper part of the river, on the old Spanish grants, and in the lower Benson valley.” (US Congress, 1919, p. 185)

“When the general territory, south of the Gila, was obtained from Mexico through the Gadsden Purchase in 1854, two old Spanish land grants on the upper portion of the San Pedro were recognized by this Government. These land grants cover much of the area’s early irrigation along the San Pedro, and some of these tracts have been continuously irrigated to the present time.” (US Congress, 1919, p. 66)
“Until about 1860 the Indians maintained their rancherias along the San Pedro. Since that time, however, they have either been forced out or have vacated their land, and at the present time only two Indian ditches, irrigating 20 acres, are diverting water from the San Pedro. On the Aravaipa, a tributary to the San Pedro, one Indian ditch serving 80 acres is being operated at the present time.” (US Congress, 1919, p. 66)

“From the annual report of the Indian agent of the San Carlos Indian Reservation it has been learned that prior to 1868, about 75 Indians irrigated small tracts along the river and Aravaipa Creek, a tributary. Many of the Indians either have abandoned their lands or have been forced out by the whites, and those few who remain at the present time are cultivating only a few acres.” (US Congress, pp. 185-86)
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The San Pedro River was first surveyed by Federal Land Surveyors (Harris) in 1877-79.

“The San Pedro River appears to have had **water throughout its length** at the time of Harris’s survey (November and December 1879): he measured the river as 23 to 36 ft wide at most locations, and as wide as 56 ft at a few places.”

(Sayre, p. 105)

**Sayre, Nathan F., 2011, A History of Land Use and Natural Resources in the Middle San Pedro River Valley, Arizona:** JOURNAL OF THE SOUTHWEST, Volume 53, Number 1, Spring 2011, p 87-137.
Also, there was streamflow at all of the 159 crossings of the San Pedro River when first surveyed by Federal Land Surveyors in 1877-79.


Floodwater farming in the valley is implied due to evidence of the San Pedro River as a **perennial stream**, abundant habitations along its course, and by large cleared areas along the floodplains of small tributary drainages. Some evidence of prehistoric irrigation has been found along the lower San Pedro in the Sonoran desert region of the river.

“The San Pedro valley is next reached, and lying some ten or twelve feet below the bottom land, unmarked by trees, the river is not observed until at its very margin. It was here about thirty feet wide and two and a half deep. Its depth varies with the rainy and dry seasons.” (Page 184)
"On the San Pedro route water is abundant and convenient in the entire valley of the Rio San Pedro." Besides this permanent supply, "water is found, after the rains, on the playas and in depressions in the drains."

(page 219—quoting Lieutenant Parke of the The Southern Railroad Route to the Pacific.)

"Throughout the whole course of the San Pedro there are beautiful valleys susceptible of irrigation and capable of producing large crops of wheat, corn, cotton, and grapes and there are on this river the remains of large settlements which have been destroyed by the hostile Indians, the most conspicuous of which are the mining town of San Pedro and the town of San Cruz Viejo. There are also to be found here, in the remains of spacious corrals, and in the numerous wild cattle and horses which still are seen in this country, the evidences of its immense capacity as a grazing country." (page 94, Vol. 1)

"It is this latter character which sufficiently accounts for the fact that the San Pedro is the only branch of the Gila River, coming from the south which furnishes an uninterrupted stream of running water along its whole course."

(page 18, Vol. 2)


A description of an 1858 fire along the San Pedro River is particularly graphic: members of the Leach Wagon Road party set fire to a sacaton grass swale, and "the entire length of the Valley of the San Pedro was traversed by the flames consuming every vestige of this once luxurient growth" (National Archives and Records Center, 1858, p. 31-32).


Direct runoff and sediment yield can increase significantly after a major fire.
Conservative approach to this analysis of navigability along San Pedro River.

Predevelopment hydrology (base runoff) probably under estimated for following reasons:

- Models of ground water typically were based on assumption that 1940 conditions represented predevelopment. Natural base runoff probably was greater than that for 1940. (slides 17-22)
- Based on more recent analysis by Anderson and Freethey, 1994, in USGS PP1406-D, the base runoff ($Q_{90}$) used for the analysis probably is low (USGS HA-664 by Freethey and Anderson, 1986). (slides near end of appendix).
• Discharge to springs in the lower reach was not considered part of the base runoff. (near end of appendix).
• The base runoff at the Mexican border does not account for the water consumed at City of Cananea or the Cananea mine. Several GW models ignored base runoff at Mexican border. (slides 73-78).
• The loss of base runoff to ET does not consider the possibility that predevelopment ET was 40% of post 1970 losses to ET. (Appendix slides 23-24).
• Our limited understanding of base runoff associated with the stream alluvium (slide 55).
• General uncertainty of predevelopment conditions. (slides 7-9, 16-35).

Predevelopment depths probably under estimated as follows:
A minimum predevelopment sinuosity of 1.5 was used for the analysis, instead of a possible 2.0. This minimum sinuosity agrees with Leopold and Wolman who had “suggested that a sinuosity 1.5 marks the lower boundary for true meandering, although most later authors agree on a somewhat lower threshold sinuosity of 1.3.”

Lagasse, P. F., and others, 2004, Methodology for Predicting Channel Migration: Transportation Research Board of the National Academy of Sciences, 213 p.
A minimum likely predevelopment sinuosity of 1.5 produced a maximum channel slope with corresponding greater flow velocities, shallower depths and smaller widths. Conservatively low estimated depths mostly accounted for the following:

- Small riffles that are typical of meandering stream like the natural San Pedro,
- The few hard rock constrictions along the river where the natural channel slope may have been more than the typical channel slope. (Recent channel slope below these restrictions probably is greater than the natural slope was as channel material has been removed (by head cutting) downstream from these hard rock areas.

Reasons for the conservative approach

- Alternating gaining and losing reaches along the river. Non-uniform base flow is result of varying rates of mountain front and stream channel recharge along the river, sediment deposits at mouths of tributary streams and variable hydraulic characteristics of stream alluvium.
- Possible multiple channels for short reaches.
- General accounting for recognized variable hydrologic/morphologic conditions, such as small riffles, that are typical along natural rivers like the San Pedro.